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Jesus Makes for Luisa an Outpouring of Love by Manifesting the 
Knowledges About the Divine Will to her 

 

 
 

Corinthians 1:5 - "That in all things you are made Rich in him, in all utterance, and in all 
Knowledge;" 

 

From the Book of Heaven 
V26 – 5.31.29 - “My daughter, True Love needs an Outpouring.  I could no longer contain 
within Myself this intense Outpouring of making Known My Will, Its Knowledges, Its 
Immense Value, and how It wants to form Its Kingdom upon earth.  My Heart finds Itself 
amidst the Ardor of Flames, for I Want to give this Surprise to the human generations—the 
Kingdom of My Divine Will on earth; a Surprise not expected by them.   

“And My contained Love was Moaning, Raving, and was Devoured by Inextinguishable 
Flames, for It wanted to make Known that It wanted to give them this great Good, a Good 
that Surpasses all other Goods—that is the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat.  This great Good I 
gave at the beginning of Creation, because never do incomplete Goods and Works come out 
from Our Divinity.  But it was rejected by man, and We had the sorrow of feeling the Life, 
the substance, the Goods and the most Essential Part of Creation being rejected back; and 
man rendered all Our Works incomplete for himself, and has never given a thought to 
reacquiring what he rejected from Us. 

“But while he would not think about it, We did think about it, and this formed Our 
Martyrdom of Love, a Martyrdom that has lasted about six thousand years, a Secret 
Martyrdom that increased Our flames.  And they devoured Us so much, that unable to 
contain them any longer, I wanted to come to you in order to break the Secret, as I felt the 
Need to make for you an Outpouring of Love, and say to you:  ‘I want to give what man 
rejected; I want My Will to Reign upon earth.’  And in order to make It come to Reign, I had 
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to make It Known to you; therefore the Necessity to Manifest to you so many Knowledges 
about It.   

“So, if your sacrifices of writing will bring no Good and Utility—that will not be—they 
were Necessary to My Love, and have served to form My Outpouring, and to relieve Me of 
the Flames that Devoured Me.  So, each Knowledge about My Divine Fiat was an Outpouring 
of Contained Love that I made for you; it was a New Creation that I put out; it was like 
Binding the Divine Will to the human, in order to reorder it again according to the order 
Created by Us.  It was Life that came out of Me, Substance and Essential Part to be able to 
form the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon earth.  If you knew what a Divine Outpouring 
means…. Outpouring of Love was the Creation, and—oh! how many Goods came out of this 
Outpouring!  Heavens, stars, seas, flowery earth; and then man, formed with such Art, that 
Heaven and earth are astounded at the way man is formed. 

“This Outpouring would have continued, and yet more Beautiful things were to come 
out of Us; but man, by rejecting Our Divine Will from Us, closed this Outlet of Ours, and he 
blocked Our Works; and for as many as four thousand years, Our Outpouring had no more 
way out.  But Our Love felt the Need to Pour Out, It wanted Its Rights, It wanted to release 
Its Vital Flames, and Bursting Out Its long Outpouring, It Created the Most Holy Virgin, from 
Whom Proceeded the Incarnation of the Word.  How many Wonders in this Second 
Outpouring; what utility, how many Goods have creatures not received!   

“But this Second Outpouring of Ours remained halved, and Our Love had to content 
Itself and wait two more thousand years to be able to Burst Its Outpouring again, and put 
out all Its Secrets, the inmost wonders of Our Divinity, the greatest Goods that are needed 
in order to make Our Divine Will Reign in the midst of creatures.  If you knew what a Divine 
Outpouring means…. And just as in Creation Our Outpouring made Great and Magnanimous 
Works, and it is useful and it continues Its Life; just as the Outpouring of Redemption will 
bring Its Admirable Effects and the Redeeming Life to the human generations; in the Same 
Way, this Outpouring of making Known that My Divine Fiat wants to form Its Kingdom, and 
everything you have written about Its Knowledges, will have Life in the midst of creatures.  
Therefore, let Me Pour Out for now, and I will take care of Rendering what I have Manifested 
to you Useful.” 

FIAT!!! 


